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Cover Picture: 
Pine Tree Pot, Mendip.
Ladder and lifeline on the Main pitch.
Photo: Bill Nix.

Journal Submissions
Please email your submissions as MS Word, Open Office or standard Rich Text formatted files. Please make sure these 
are spell checked and correct (including grammar and punctuation), it makes my job a whole lot easier and the article 
is more likely to be published (Proofs will be sent out for checking prior to publication if any major changes are made). 
Images need to be supplied with both a caption and a credit to enable them to be used and please send all images 
separately (Not just embedded in the text!), these should be supplied as standard image file formats; ideally high quality 
JEPG’s, PNG’s or TIFF’s. Historic or scientific works should be supplied with relevant references and any supplementary 
information.  If you need any advice on how to present your articles, ask.
As rough guide;  an article of 3300 words will fill 4 sides with images.

Editorial
Welcome to Journal 354. Delayed somewhat from what was initially anticipated due to things generally taking 
longer at the moment. In terms of content, there is a bit of a bias towards reminiscences and past glories being 
recounted, as obviously there has been less caving going on and nothing really at all in the last couple of 
months, but a few lovely trips are indeed summarised from late winter and early spring.  It’s also no hardship, 
as the tales we all love whiling away an evening in the pub are brought to you here as we wait for the centre  
of the universe to reopen for a jolly good welcome back. Thanks again to all those who have sent in some 
excellent content, please keep the articles, reports and trip writeups coming (when more trips resume!), and 
also pictures; standalone images for cover pieces are welcomed as well as those that go with an article or trip 
report. If you fancy seeing your image on the next journal cover, don’t be shy, send them in!

I’ve included an update on the latest scientific work going on underground in the USA for those with an interest 
in cave science and biology. I have also included some pictures of classic TAG karst (A couple of which are 
from previous trips), the best of these images are shared on the “gallery pages” on the inside covers.  I have 
used quite a few of my own pictures this time, as while getting a lot of textual content, more than one of the 
reports came with few images, so I have largely used these supplied images in the main text.

There is also quite a bit of news and updates to share on what’s been happening in the club while we have been 
in lockdown and what’s happening going forward. I am sorry to those who enjoy the logbook entries, these 
should return in due course but with travel and access to the hut restricted, writing these up this time was not 
possible. Also, I hope you will forgive my inclusion opposite of a call for spider records, this is part of a drive 
by the British Arachnological Society I am assisting with. We are just trying to better understand where the 
spiders now are and can then arrange surveys as needed. So, if you can send pictures and cave names/areas that 
would be great. Please don’t send actual spiders as many cave sites are also Sites of Special Scientific Interest 
(SSSI’s) and require a permit to collect in.

Tom (Ferret) Thomson   
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[2]: Gourdneck Cave, TN:
        Amata Hinkle admiring high water           
        Photo: Tom Thomson.

[3]: Unterstein Cave, AL. 
        Southern Redback Salamander 
        (Plethodon serratus).
        Photo: Tom Thomson.     

[4]: Bluff River Cave, AL. 
        Tennessee cave salamander
        (Gyrinophilus palleucus). 
        Photo: Tom Thomson.

Inside Front Cover:
Images associated with the 
article on page 207: Caving for 
science in TAG: 

[1]:  Tumbling Rock Cave, AL:  
          The room beyond 
          Sugarloaf mountain. 
          Photo: Tom Thomson.
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nearly all, in case certain landowners are reading 
this), and as well as providing technical details such 
as grid reference, length and vertical range, he has 
described where applicable the history of the site, 
and uses to which it was put.

Field excursions will be made easier by the location 
maps, and there are some fine photographs, both 
of entrances and underground features.  The book 
should be regarded as a reference rather than 
something to be read cover-to-cover.  There is an 
optional plastic cover which is a challenge to fit, but 
well worth it if the volume is to be used in the field.

The book was introduced and launched by Tav at 
a crowded evening in the Hunters’ on March 7th 
(people were queuing in the passage to the back 
room), and Roz Simmons provided a magnificent 
cake in the shape of the book.  The book itself 
sold like hot cakes (sorry!). One can only admire 
Tav’s diligence in producing this volume, even 
more so when we learn that three more volumes 
are in the pipeline – West Mendip, Burrington and 
North Mendip; Central and South Mendip, and 
East Mendip, Bath and South Somerset.  Taken in 
conjunction with Mendip Underground 6 (in press) 
which describes the main Mendip caves in detail, 
these five volumes will provide a complete account 
of underground sites in the Mendip and surrounding 
regions – for now, at least!

Somerset Underground by R.M. Taviner (2019). 
Published by Mendip Cave Registry and Archive. 
£10 (with optional plastic cover)

Phil Hendy     

Book Review:
SOMERSET UNDERGROUND - VOLUME 1

By R.M. Taviner

This pocket sized book of 276 pages is a gazetteer 
of all of the known caves in the areas of Bristol, 
Broadfield Down, the Bristol Channel and West 
Somerset.  More than 570 sites are listed – caves, 
shelters, mines, wells and springs.  Many have been 
lost or quarried away, and not all are on land where 
cavers are welcomed, but the fact is that these sites 
are listed in one compact volume, which will be of 
value to cavers, archaeologists and historians alike.  
Tav has meticulously visited all of these sites (or 

Call for Sightings:  -  Cave spiders.
Our two UK orb-weaver cave spider species Meta menardi and 
Meta bourneti are under recorded. Most because ecologists 
are not also cavers and while these species are also found in 
drains and cellars most are found in the entrance zone of caves 
or mines. They are amongst the largest spiders found in this 
country, ranging from brown to almost black and vary from no 
markings to bands of yellow/brown sometimes with stripped 
legs. If you see these in caves, please let us know where and 
when you saw them and if you can then send a picture by email: 
Tom.thomson@nhm.ac.uk
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Sketch plan of  the quarry as it was in 1972.

During 1971 we were digging at “St Dunstan’s Well 
Cave” which finally got extended in September. 
We were also working in “Fairy Cave” trying to 
make the connection with “Hilliers” which was 
at that time blocked. In March 1972 we looked at 
the new rift in the South West corner of the quarry 
Pete Rose had noted in the previous week, so being 
CSS newsletter editor responsible for dig reports 
I called it “Rose’s Rift”. The “Fairy - Hillier’s” 
connection came in the same month. April 1972 
saw the discovery of another new cave I called 
“Hillwithy Cave” this formed the upper stream 
way section of “Hillier’s Cave”. Also an upstream 
section heading towards “Withybrook Slocker”. 
This I called Withyhill. Both names were a reversal 
of “Withybrook-Hilliers” which seemed appropriate 
to me at the time. As the lower quarry face moved 
West another cave was found in the North face. We 
shoved a reluctant Graham Price down the narrow 
confines. I called the cave “Price’s Purgatory”. This 
cave might have some relevance as it could have 
been connected to “QWUH”.

The summer of 1972 was spent in the exploration 
and photography of “Withyhill”. In September 1972 
we looked at a deep pot in the quarry adjacent to 
“Hillwithy”. It went nowhere so I called it “Culdesac 
Pot”. At the end of 1972 two more caves were noted 
by Brian Prewer 50m west of “Withyhill”. We 

looked at these and suggested that they might link. 
Still having sway over cave names I called them 
“Half Way Up Hole” (HWUH) and “Quarter Way 
Up Hole” (QWUH). 

Local Interest:
Quarter Way Up Hole - Fairy Cave Quarry

The scree slope below QWUH and HWUH.  
Photo: Nick Chipchase
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In the summer of 2019 nearly 50 years after the 
discovery Pete Rose noticed a strong draught 
coming from “QWUH”. We were “gassed out” of 
“Vurley” and a nice easy dig in our old stomping 
grounds seemed a welcome attraction. The quarry 
management committee gave us permission to dig 
mainly to stop us causing trouble elsewhere.

Some years earlier Tony Boycott with Mark Lumley 
(“Gonzo”) had pushed a side  passage in “Withyhill” 
west along strike from “West Chamber”. This is 
quite muddy in parts and may well represent an inlet 
to “Withyhill” though it does seem to be much older 
than the upper section near “Withybrook”. The final 
small muddy chamber ended at a choke with bones. 
“Gonzo” appears to have made little mud models 
here whilst waiting for Tony to drill holes. For some 
reason the passage was called “Fenneario” and may 
not have been written up. Its squalid nature in places 
means that the passage is seldom visited. Digging 
here petered out as one day it was noted that bang 
fumes came out of “QWUH”.

Keen to dig somewhere a few metres from a cave 
entrance we started work at “QWUH” in July 
2019. Those involved included Peter Glanvill, 
Pete Rose, Brian Johnson, myself, Tony Boycott 
and a new member to the Tuesday group Darren 
Evans. Martin Grass and Dave King (‘Management 
Committee’) made regular inspections. Draught 
testing in “QWHU” and “Fenneario” proved to be 
inconclusive so work continued southwards with 
an ever increasing boulder pile below the entrance. 
Walling had to be done as we passed through the 
incoming glacial scree which became a common 
feature in the dig. Eventually the dig turned east 
along strike where we entered a boulder filled mini 
chamber with scree and boulders coming in from 
above. 

A very awkward descending rift was uncovered. 
This was passed by Darren into a chamber 
containing little mud models “Fenneario”. A tube 
heading South was enlarged which entered a 
parallel chamber but this too was connected with 

Left: Diggers & Management Committee at QWUH. Right: Mud-man in Fenneario. Photos: Nick Chipchase

Some bones recovered from the dig.
Photo: Nick Chipchase

Darren with digging trays.
Photo: Nick Chipchase
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Mr. Trundle’s Staircase:   Left: Pete Rose at the top & Right Brian poking rocks.

Left: Peter Glanvill enters the new chamber for the first time. Right: Brian in Mr. Trundle’s I Scream Parlour

Left: Narrow pitch from QWUH to Withyhill now filled up. Right: Darren drilling. 
All Photos: Nick Chipchase
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“Withyhill” with an almost certain inevitability 
our 25th digging session had completed a circle. 
The management committee ordered an immediate 
blockage to “Withyhill” connections and this was 
done with boulders from the next dig.

Around this time we had been crawling under a 
huge detached roof slab we called “Mr Trundle’s 
Hanging Knob of Instant Death” (Trundling was 
a “Reservoir Hole” digging pastime). Brian poked 
it and if fell down with a crash. Unfortunately he 
was the wrong side of it. The capping drill bit was 
broken and he had to strip off to get through the tiny 
gap left.

The new dig went up a boulder choked aven “Mr 
Trundle’s Staircase”. We built a safety cage and 
poked at it with a long piece of copper tube. Pete 
Rose got a smack in the mouth by a rock coming 
through the cage. The new dig went up the bedding 
going west. During the dig a large boulder fell down 
trapping Peter Glanvill’s hand. He made so much 
fuss that the resulting chamber we found above we 
called “Mr Trundle’s I Scream Parlour” (MTISP). 
Here was a fine white stalagmite against which 
a blast damaged section of roof had fallen (now 
propped with cement and poles). We continued west 
through blast breakdown to another chamber. This 
ended at a large periglacial scree choke containing 
more bones (many had been found in the Staircase).

We put in semi-gabion cages and props to support 
a horrible section of roof. The dig then progressed 

Sketch plan of  the Shatter - Withyhill systems.

along the scree slope following a solid wall. Some 
large bone fragments appeared (all unstratified 
mixed with mud and scree). On March 3rd on our 
35th dig we entered 8m of bouldery and scree 
passage. Sitting proudly near the end choke Brian 
said to me “is that an aeroplane I can hear?”. It 
was. We had nearly reached “Half Way Up Hole” 
almost completing this triple cave link up. Maybe 
a first on Mendip. (Even a figure of eight had the 
“Withyhill” link not been blocked). We had rigged a 
traverse line from “QWUH” to “HWUH” so a light 
connection was quickly confirmed.

In mid March Kate Lawrence made the through trip 
from “QWUH” to “HWUH” passing an exceedingly 
tight squeeze. We see little point in enlarging it. The 
boulder choke near “MTISP” was blasted open and 
a 15m long chamber discovered. The largest found 
at Fairy Cave Quarry for 50 years. This runs east 
to west ending at a scree choke at the highest point. 
There was no audible connection with HWUH.

Work continues in the new chamber and at 
“HWUH” going down in the floor. The source 
of the bones has yet to be proved. The new cave 
complex is an enigma. The chambers and rifts look 
to be phreatic in origin finally draining into the 
“Withyhill” conduit at “West Chamber.”

(March 2020)

Nick Chipchase
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SI NON DURUS ESSES NON  VENICES 
NHASA:  - A Brief History 

This motto, translated from an obscure 
Northern dialect (“If ye’re not ‘ard ye 
shouldn’t ‘ave come” was adopted by a 
team of (mainly) gentlemen cavers and 
diggers who came together to dig a small 
stream sink draining a boggy patch 
behind Eastwater Farm, starting in 1965.  
The Americans had recently formed 
the National Aeronautical and Space 
Administration (NASA) to explore beyond 
our stratosphere, and our diggers, wishing 
to explore down into the geosphere, called 
themselves the North Hill Association for 
Speleological Advancement, or NHASA.

The group was formed by Jim Hanwell, who 
obtained permission to dig, and Mike Thompson. 
Fred Davies, aided by the Kenney brothers, Ken 
Dawe, ‘Black’ Wal Willcocks and others were soon 
lending a hand.  In the early days, Willie Stanton 
gave assistance, although his main interest was at 
Reservoir Hole.  His posting to Angola took him 
away from Mendip for a few years.  NHASA 
worked the dig for six years; it eventually reached 
The Master’s Cave and became Mendip’s deepest 
surface dig.  Situated between Swildon’s Hole 
and Eastwater Cavern, on the south-west slope of 
North Hill, it was hoped that the dig would make 
a connection with one of these two other caves, 
but it was not to be.  Later diggers have added a 
little to the known length, but the breakthrough into 
‘caverns measureless’ has not occurred.  Note that 
the dig took place before our present headquarters 
at Upper Pitts was built.

NHASA then moved to Twin Titties Swallet, named 
because Mike suggested that the two hollows in the 
field beyond The Batch at Priddy could have been 
made by a giant topless sunbather, lying sunny-side 
down.  One of the depressions had an anticlinal 
limestone outcrop and a shaft was blasted down 
through solid rock between 1968 and 1969.  Luke 
Devenish supplied a rock drill and copious amounts 
of explosives, and eventually a small grotto was 
discovered with unusual rock solution pockets in 
the roof.  Willie found some to contain snails and 
suggested that these could have been responsible for 
eroding the limestone.  It is not known if Willie was 
being serious.  Valuable assistance was afforded 
by shy and retiring Dr. Gordon T. Crummock, of 
whom no clear photograph exists (See 10, 425).

In 1968, attention shifted to Manor Farm Swallet, 
which had previously been dug by other club groups 

between 1947 and 1965.  The Great Storm 
and Flood of 10th July 1968 re-opened a 
chamber originally entered by UBSS, but 
NHASA found a way on into a decorated 
stream cave.  Although they were a self-
effacing lot, it was decided to name a roomy 
high-level passage NHASA Gallery.  
The group then moved to Sludge Pit Hole 
in 1974, where it was decided to try to 
remove the choked terminal sump. With 
the aid of a compressor and pneumatic drill, 
holes were drilled and explosives applied, 
with the unfortunate outcome that the roof 
collapsed, preventing further work as there 
was nowhere to stack the large amount of 

Twin Titties diggers - 1989.    Photo: Eric Dunford.

Twin Titties Site - 2005.    Photo: Eric Dunford.
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rock which had fallen in.

Windsor Hill, north of Shepton Mallet, is an 
interesting area of abandoned quarries bisected 
by the disused railway line between Shepton and 
Bath.  This disturbance to the topography made 
interpreting the cave potential of the area difficult 
although some small caves had been exposed by 
quarrying, and there is a swallet which takes water 
intermittently. In 1977 NHASA turned its attention 
to this and named it Windsor Hill Flood Sink, and 
with the aid of explosives achieved a depth of 14 
metres in a bedding plane below a 5 metre shaft.  
Winter floods washed in a lot of debris, and a 
vandal chopped down a tree which was a vital part 
of the cableway used to remove spoil.  The dig was 
abandoned.

It was time to revisit Twin Titties, and work began 
again in 1983 with a large team of cavers from 
various clubs, or independent. A site hut was 
constructed, and a WW II petrol generator provided 
lighting.  The cave was pushed on down a sloping 
passage beyond the First Grotto, and a shaft was 
dug, shored with Dexion and pallet wood. The 
pressure of the surrounding mud caused this to 
collapse and be lost, so another shaft was started.  

This was strengthened with a cemented stone wall, 
starting at the top and working down, a technique 
used several times since.  Mortar, or ‘pug’, was 
made to the correct consistency under the watchful 
eye of Albert Francis.  To aid the removal of spoil, 
and the transfer of pug, the famous Cresta Run was 
constructed.  This was a sloping track of palletwood, 
which from the First Grotto turned a corner and ran 
down to a bridge over the shaft.  This became very 
greasy, and made fun of the descent, although the 
return was tricky.

At the foot of the shaft, a breakthrough was 
made into a low boulder-floored grotto.  
Among the formations was a ‘carrot’ 
stalactite, growing at the end of a straw.  
This quickly mysteriously vanished.  It was 
found that there was only a thin rock wall 
between the shaft and the grotto, which if it 
had been known, would have saved a couple 
of years work.

It was decided not to dig at the lower end of 
the chamber because of the vulnerability of 
the formations, but near the breakthrough 
point at the upper end there was a draught.  
Boulders were removed to excavate three 
pitches and a fluted chimney, to enter Main 

Chamber. From this a choked phreatic passage ran 
off, and hopes ran high for a big breakthrough, in 
spite of high levels of CO2. Sadly, NHASA fell out 
with the landowner, and the dig had to be abandoned 
in 1991.

NHASA has a history of undertaking long-term 
digs. Although they have not made any significant 
discoveries recently, they have found some 
intriguing underground features.  Lodmore Hole on 
the Yoxter Range was being dug by members of the 
EMI caving team.  Brian Prewer, who worked at 
EMI, heard of this, and NHASA moved in to help 
in 1993.  The site, in the middle of the training area, 
was quite secure, and only a few hundred metres 
from Lodmore Farm, where cars were parked and 
changing took place, courtesy of farmer James 
Bateman.  His daughter, Roz (now Simmons) often 
gave assistance.

Lodmore Hole shaft.  Photo: Phil Hendy.

Lodmore Hole site.  Photo: Phil Hendy.
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The dig was gentlemanly from the start 
and grovelling was not allowed.  Wherever 
possible, the dig was to allow walking, not 
crawling.  The old generator was put in 
place, and a large shaft was dug out in a 
corner between a vertical bedding-plane 
wall, and the adjacent beds.  Although 
Yoxter is on central Mendip, this vertical 
bedding is unusual, and it continued all the 
way down.  The other two sides of the dig 
consisted of mud and stone (the true area 
of the shaft was never established), so a 
cemented wall was built, and fixed iron 
ladders installed.  Apart from the surface 
winch, there were two others underground, 
all hand-wound; usually by Richard 
Kenney and John Ham.

Near the bottom, a loose boulder floor was found 
and stabilised with cement.  One side of this was 
dug down to a too-tight rift, and it was decided to 
excavate through the base of the ruckle.  Jonathan 
Riley spent several sessions bravely removing rocks, 
then crawling into the ever-lengthening creep to 
force cement into the loose stones overhead.  After 
two metres, a hole was found, and a 1.5 metre drop 
led into a low unstable passage leading off from 
the base of the boulder ruckle.  Scaffold poles and 
cement were used to support the roof, but before 
exploration could commence, operations had to 
cease.  While there was plenty of activity at the dig 
face, little or no spoil was being removed, and there 
was a number of idle hands, who gradually drifted 
away.  Then Richard Kenney died after a short 
illness and the 2001 outbreak of Foot and Mouth 
disease meant that we could no longer visit the farm.

By a stroke of good luck, Kate Lawrence of the 
Somerset Wildlife Trust at Chancellor’ Farm heard 
of NHASA’s plight.  There was no livestock on the 

farm and a hole had opened up behind the farm 
buildings.  Kate offered the group the chance to 
dig there. Previously, in 1997 NHASA had dug 
briefly at Frog Pot, one of many interesting sites on 
the farm. The Chancellor’s Farm dig was situated 
conveniently close to a large gravelled parking area, 
with the luxury of a barn to change in. Kate had 
already begun to excavate, but the team quickly 
erected a tripod and winch.  In the past, the pit 
had obviously been used as a rubbish tip.  Apart 
from a mass of broken tiles and old mortar, there 
was a large quantity of patent medicine bottles and 
batteries.  The family that lived in the farm prior 
to the Wildlife Trust had been elderly, and with no 
electricity.  Water came from a well some distance 
away, and life must have been very hard.  Two 
disarticulated pig skeletons were also unearthed.

At first the dig was quite dry, but as it deepened, 
the clay became stickier.  The shaft entrance was 
stabilised with cemented ginging, and after a while 
it took a dog-leg.  Below this a small chamber was 

excavated; hauling spoil past the dog-let entailed 
a member of the crew sitting on a precarious 
ledge four metres above the floor.  One wall of 
the chamber was found to be roughly walled-up, 
which led to speculation that the dig was in an 
old mine.  However, one evening the bottom of 
the dig was found to be flooded to a depth of two 
metres (roughly the same level as the well water) 
and the dig was abandoned.

By now, the Foot and Mouth outbreak was over, 
and NHASA joined the Axbridge Caving Club 
team digging at Templeton, high on the hill 
between Lower and Higher Pitts Farms.  The dig 
was initiated when, as happens, a tractor wheel 
sank into the bottom of a shallow depression. 

Templeton BBQ 2005 .   Photo: Eric Dunford.

Chancellor’s Farm Dig.   Photo: Phil Hendy.
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The Axbridge excavated a shaft in solid rock, but 
at a few metres down, it opened out, and became 
very unstable.  In came Dave Morrison with a JCB, 
and an even bigger shaft was found adjacent to the 
original.  This was taken down with a mini digger, 
until this had to be removed with a large Sparrow’s 
mobile crane.  At this point, in 2002 NHASA came 
in, and work has continued until proceedings were 
brought to a halt by Covid19.  At present, the dig is 

more than 100 metres deep, with promising 
leads at the bottom of two shafts.  Over 
the years, most of the NHASA team have 
retired, usually through increasing years 
(even so, the average age of the diggers is 
well above 60), so that only three NHASA 
men remain, though none are the original 
members.  They now call themselves the 
Templeton Diggers.

The highlight of NHASA’s year was 
the Annual Dinner, the qualification 
for attendance being that at least one 
appearance at a dig was mandatory, 
although later on ‘retired’ diggers were 
invited.  They were grand affairs, for as 
John Barry, writing in the Sunday Express 
magazine said “They are actually a tough 
lot though they choose to disguise this 
beneath black-tie dinners and other stately 
rituals”. Dinner jackets or at least lounge 
suits were expected and national costume 
or military uniforms (with medals) was 
permitted to those so qualified. Jackie 
Dors at the Hunter’s produced at least five 
cordon bleu courses, which were washed 
down with Rioja brought back from Spain 

by Jim on one of his walking and caving trips.  
Rich West provided humorous menus, and there 
were erudite lectures, including a treatise on lead 
poisoning, with thinly-veiled reference to a stalwart 
digger of the day involved in excavating old lead 
mines at Blackmoor, filled with mineral-rich tailings 
(the mines, not the digger). Fred also expounded on 
his definitive research into the ‘Bristol’, a standard 
unit of length *.  

Exert from a NHASA Dinner menu.

Further Reading in Wessex Cave Club Journals on the NHASA Digs:
Anon. Regional Notes (Mendip) 18, 30 (Twin Titties Swallet)
Barry, J. ‘The Ultimate Pothole’ Sunday Express Magazine 2nd September 1984 pp. 14-18
The North Hill Consortium: Extracts from the Report of the Directors and Statement by the 
Chairman  10, 421 (+ survey p. 420)
Crummock, Dr. G.T. Letter re. satellite scans (with filters) to identify subsurface structures, with
 particular reference to the Lower Pitts Farm area.  10, 286
Hanwell, J.D. Early Memories of NHASA at Twin Titties Swallet 26, 127
                      Later Memories of NHASA at Twin Titties Swallet 26, 143 (+ survey)
                      Memories of Twin Titties Swallet, a discussion 26, 167
The account of the original NHASA dig at North Hill Swallet, by a local historian:
Heardian   “A Grim Tale of the North Hill Swallet Saga” 9, 163
       “Spell Bound” 11, 171
                  “A Look Before the Leap” 11, 335
Stanton, W.I. Discovery at a snail’s pace 22, 45
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If a youngster had joined the team, there was the 
formal Binding of an Apprentice, and awards were 
given for Digger of the Year (a golden coal shovel) 
and Engineer of the Year (a golden 4ft spanner, 
complete with ribbon so it could be hung around 
the neck). 

Although NHASA has largely faded away, their 
influence lingers.  They pioneered the long-term dig 
and insisted that excavations were of gentlemanly 
dimensions – no grovelling for them!  

They introduced mechanisation, in the form of 
compressors and rock drills, and also generator 
powered underground lighting.  As well as Manor 
Farm Swallet, where they fortuitously profited from 
the efforts of other diggers, NHASA can be proud 
of their work at Twin Titties Swallet and Lodmore 
Hole, and of course the eponymous North Hill 
Swallet. The elite diggers of the day, many digs 
today use at least some of their techniques and 
technology.

* When Britain adopted the metric system of SI 
units, Alfie Collins rebelled, and developed the 
Rod-Ton-Fortnight series of measurements.

The Rod, at 5.01732m (16 ½ ft in old money) was 
rather cumbersome for everyday use, so Fred 
Davies researched a more usable unit. 

The ‘Bristol TM’ proved to be the average distance 
between the nipples of an average woman. (The 
research was arduous, but someone had to do 
it).  The ‘Bristol TM’ is 8in or 20.32cm, or a hand 
span. At one NHASA dinner, Fred explained all, 
illustrated with a chart of his data, two bell curves 
with a striking resemblance to the subjects of his 
study.  

Another unit of the day, popular with diggers, was 
the ‘Hernia’, reckoned to be the minimum mass of 
a boulder which, when lifted, would cause severe 
and permanent pain in the lower abdominal region.  
Australian cavers are reputed to estimate the size of 
cave chambers in ‘Sheep’, but this unit never caught 
on, as the standard sheep has not been determined.  
Welsh cavers, in conjunction with the NFU, are 
attempting to rectify this problem, but the sheep for 
some reason keep running away.

Phil Hendy

Editors Addition -  Photo and Note: Tom Thomson - Templeton Dig as in 2012.
This picture was from my first visit to the dig and until that moment I had not appreciated the scale of the 
endeavour, it was the weekend of the BCRA Cave Technology Symposium and after some “post hunters 
debriefing” I was invited to have a look the following day, despite the hangover I was impressed and remember 
clearly the excellent engineering and organisation of the dig explained, only built on further since then.
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I wonder how many of you keep a caving log. Mine 
started in July 1966 though I had been caving 
before that. My first logged trip was to the sump in 
Stoke Lane Slocker. We had no wet suits then just 
relied on thick wool jumpers which got sodden and 
heavy. On top, we wore an old boiler suit. Normally 
these were begged from garages well soaked in oil. 
Carbide lamps were the norm. I remember the red 
tins of carbide we used to buy. My early caving 
was restricted by lack of transport but we had a 
cave a few miles away where we could cycle as 
schoolboys. I made my first cave discovery there. 
Holwell Cavern: The East Series Extension. This I 
surveyed in 1964 and with great pride it appeared 
in The British Caver, Vol. 44 1966 edited then by 
Gerald Platten.

Holwell Cavern was to lead to a 50-year friendship 
with Peter Glanvill. I had already met Pete Rose 
by then. One day we noticed that somebody else 
had been at Holwell so we left a note at the cave, 
It was answered by a schoolboy from Chard; Peter 
Glanvill. 50 plus years later we three are still 
digging together. Both Peters went to university but 
I kept in touch with Pete Rose and got “adopted” by 
his college caving club Portsmouth Polytechnic C. 
C. Trips to Derbyshire and Yorkshire ensued in one 
or another of Pete’s cranky old cars. I remember his 
“Ford Pop”. Being poor we bought half a gallon of 
petrol at a time until one garage owner told us to “ 
F*** off “. In August 1966 I visited the major Devon 
caves. Not being able to find The Lake in “Prid” 
we went to the bottom of Bakers Pit to hear loud 
drilling from the active quarry so made a hasty exit.
Later in 1966 we went to the sump in Swildons, I 

Caving In the 1960’s.

noted the long wait at the 40ft pitch getting cold and 
wet. I also noted dumped carbide down at the sump. 
Autumn saw us at Eastwater and Longwood, plus 
a visit to the dig at Manor Farm. GB followed in 
October visiting Bat Passage to take photos. All the 
while I was still digging at Holwell. I could say that 
its all so easy now with dedicated kit and lamps. 
Life was basic for me in the 60’s. We had a “bucket 
and chucket” toilet in a privy at the bottom of the 
garden and a tin bath. One coal fire “warmed” our 
little cottage. Freezing to near death in a cave was 
second nature. I managed to get some kit together. 
Best appreciated was the wetsuit that I made myself. 
You got stiff French neoprene sheets, yellow tape, 
Evo Stik glue and a pattern. Mum helped me make 
it. A friend knew a miner in South Wales so I got 
a Texolex helmet and a miners lamp. At last a real 
caver. The big side worn lamps came as lead-acid 
or NiFe. The NiFe’s lasted longer but had a habit of 

Holwell Cave  - about 1965

Left: Cuckoo Cleeves about 1965 & Right: Typical 60’s caver, Me in Swildons - 1960’s
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rotting the cable from the inside. The electrolyte was 
very corrosive as it contained potassium hydroxide: 
250g LiOH pellets in IL distilled water plus 15g 
NiOH. There is still a well known Mendip caver 
around with a scarred scrotum. The cell leaked 
onto his wet suit crutch piece and dried then got 
reactivated by sweat. I have seen a big hole burned 
in a cavers back. You never feel it at the time as it 
kills the nerve endings.

I started my cave photography at Holwell with a 
borrowed camera. I went to a camera shop to ask 
how to use it underground. Again you people are 
spoiled with digital cameras. We used the BLF 
rule for our bulb flashguns (Bracket Like F***). 
We normally took slides but never knew what we 
had until they came back from Boots. There was 
no editing and often the slide was “tramlined” by 
dust in the camera. I threw them away. Oh if only I 
could have foreseen Photoshop. The gear got lugged 
about in large steel ammo boxes. We used brief 
time settings for multi-flash which had to be well-
coordinated. (Some of my photos are now getting 
uploaded to The Mendip Diggers Facebook Group. 
You can get added by me or Alison if you want to 
follow Mendip digging). Don’t tell them that I have 
some 3,000 caving photos.

We had a new dig in Holwell which Luke Devenish 
popped once or twice and also I started a surface 
dig with Peter Glanvill. We gave up at a tight bit 
but were told that a schoolboy found a chamber 
beyond with a pool in it. We never got back to find 
out. I travelled the Quantocks looking for new 
caves, found a few now in Tav’s book. I also found 
a Thompson submachine gun which got confiscated 

by the police. We got caught making pipe bombs 
at my mate’s garage. NEDFROB (Nick’s Explosive 
Device for Removing Obstinate Boulders), nearly 
killed Pete Rose with one. You would get locked 
up today. We visited the big cavern at Cannington 
(Jackdaw Cave) in Jan 1968. I tried to save it by 
visiting the minerals officer at County Hall to no 
avail. An intact aurochs skull was found there 
plus it was a bat roost. Caving in South Wales and 
digging followed until one fine day in July 1968. 
We had our new homemade wetsuits on their first 
trip so planned to dive the sump in Swildons in 
comfort. It was a sunny morning on Mendip with 
a few heavy showers. The two Petes and I had 
lunch in the “Queen Vic” and set off for the cave 
with ladders for the 40’. We duly arrived at the 40’ 
and were preparing the ladders when we felt an 
extreme urgency to get out, I cannot explain it. That 
has never happened before or since. Soon after our 
exit, a massive storm came through with six inches 
of rain on Mendip. Swildons flooded to the roof 
and the 40’ was destroyed. We could never have 
survived. My survival luck has continued over the 
years, I nearly got squashed in Dairy House Slocker 
when a huge boulder fell out. We dug Dairyhouse 
later in July.

So the 60’s continued with the Swildons Round Trip 
in October 1968 plus Sludge Pit and Nine Barrows. 
Tony Jarret showed us his new discovery at Ubley 
Warren in December. I must have got interested at 
Fairy Cave Quarry about this time but regretted not 
seeing Balch Cave in its entirety though the main 
chamber was still intact. We were on hand to see 
the new cave that got called Shatter Cave and before 
the decade was out we started the long assault at St. 
Dunstan’s Well Cave. We discovered new passage 
in WL cave in October (Hammer and Chisel Rifts), 
fifty years later we discovered a new chamber at 
Fairy Cave Quarry. Late in 1969 we started work 
on the Fairy - Hilliers dig as Hilliers was blocked at 
the time. It turned out to be a long mucky job. My 
last 1960’s trip was in Cuthberts taking in cement 
for the new dam base at the sump.

So from there, it has continued. Caving got sidelined 
for a while as I took up mixed gas deep wreck diving 
surviving even more near-death experiences. Once 
being lost at sea for 16 hours when we all fell out of 
our little boat. Peter Glanvill resurrected my caving 
to assist at Reservoir Hole. Look where that went!  
Well, at least you now know why Resurrection is 
so-called. (apart from Willie’s Easter story).

Nick Chipchase

Outside Shatter Cave  - about 1970
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Late February saw a return the wonderful 
caving region of TAG (Tennessee, 
Alabama, and Georgia). 

This area of the US not only has a huge 
wealth of caves but also within them 
a diverse fauna, with more than 250 
troglobionts (cave adapted species) so far 
discovered. The Cumberland Plateau of 
northeastern Alabama and south-central 
Tennessee is especially rich in cave fauna 
and an internationally recognized hotspot 
of subterranean biodiversity. While a lot of 
research has been done in the area, much 
of this was conducted in the 1950s and 
60s with some work into the early 1990s 
Almost all new species descriptions have 
been based on specimens collected over 25 
years ago, so there is great potential to not 
only discover new populations of known species, 
but also discover new species entirely.

The trip was part caving holiday and part research 
exped to continue scientific research for the second 
year of the Interior Low Plateau Subterranean 
Invertebrate Project; Working through the Natural 
History Museum in London (BMNH) on this side of 
the Atlantic, and with several partners on the US side 
linked academically to The University of Alabama 
in Huntsville (UAH). These are part of the already 
established Cumberland Plateau Bio-inventory 
Project, run by Matt Niemiller and his students.

Trip Reports:
Caving for science in TAG:   ~ Early Spring 2020
Latest fieldwork underground in the Southeastern USA.

A very damp Kennamer Cave, AL.  This extrance zone is 
normally almost dry. Around the corner it was sumped!

Photo: Amata Hinkle.

Jones’ Cave Millipede (Tetracion jonesi) in 
Tumbling Rock Cave, AL.  Photo: Tom Thomson

Together with help of local experienced cavers and 
scientists including, Amata Hinkle, who also works 
on the ongoing Matienzo Karst Entomology Project 
with myself and others in Spain. 
The main bio-inventory project has a wide scope 
of interest, including cave vertebrates such as bat 
species, cave fish and salamanders, as well as larger 
crustaceans such as crayfish and cave shrimp. 

It also aims to bring new techniques to the forefront, 
such as the use of DNA sequencing, to both look 
at species trends in adaptation to life in the cave, 
and their evolutionary histories as well as the use of 

eDNA systems for identifying aquatic 
species through trace analysis of water 
samples. 

Also, the huge advances in knowledge 
of ecosystem dynamics, using full 
cave biological inventories, will help 
prepare much more scientifically 
robust conservation plans, to help these 
delicate environments survive and 
flourish for generations of new cave 
scientists to study.

My contribution is more restricted 
to invertebrates, especially the full 
Troglobiont species of true spiders 
and beetles, but also linking work in 
the collections and laboratory at UAH 
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Borehole entrance to Jess Elliot Cave, AL.  Photo: Tom Thomson

to the facilities at BMNH, and bringing together 
expertise on both sides to document species and 
behavior of these groups in the caves of TAG.

So onto the caving; It had been a very wet winter 
and plans had to evolve more than maybe would 
otherwise have been ideal, but as things were all 
to cease travel wise only days after returning to the 
UK due to Covid-19, it was a good thing that we 
made the most of this early season!

This latest work mainly focused on the extensive 
caves owned or managed by the Southeastern Cave 
Conservancy (SCCI), under a new permit looking 
at geographic extents and spatial patterns of cave 
biodiversity, especially endemism ie: where an 
organism is unique to a defined geographic location 
or area, in this case a single cave or cave network. 

This time priorities in choosing which caves to visit 
was geared towards those that 
would not require diving to access 
in the high-water conditions. 

It was still a rewarding trip 
however with several sites not 
visited before becoming part of the 
study and new records of a number 
of Arachnids; True spiders in the 
scaffold web group (Nesticus Sp.), 
Chthoniid Pseudoscorpions and 
some notable new finds, including 
collection in a Tennessee cave 
of a harvestmen species that is 
part of the cryptic and fully cave 
adapted genus Bishopella in the 
family Phalangodidae; a genus 
that is only found in the southern 
USA and which the most studied 

species occurs only in Alabama. 
It is thought however that several 
other species in this group exist in 
extremely localised zones in the 
TAG caves as yet undescribed by 
science and fully understood.

So, yet again the wealth of life to 
be found in the caves of the area 
did not disappoint and even small 
trips can still yield scientifically 
significant finds. The spectacular 
scenery in which they can be 
found is also a big draw for me, 
a photographer, and the scale and 
variety of the geological as well 
as biological subjects is vast, both 
below ground and on the surface. 

The later ranging from some truly Mendip worthy 
crawls in water and mud to “strolling borehole”, 
huge chambers and karst pinnacles, not to mention 
very deep vertical pits which as a caver more used 
to “frogging lengths” of 10 or 20m, with the sides 
reassuringly close, can be daunting indeed. 

Its also a prime location for some “fossil spotting” 
with cave walls in many places dotted with horn 
corals, bivalves and the tiny patterned discs of the 
stem segments of Crinoids.

Many thanks to Amata Hinkle, Brian Stolz and 
assistance from Matt Niemiller with equipment 
permits making it another classic to the “best” 
caving area in the USA.

Tom (Ferret) Thomson

A Spiny jawed Harvestmen (Bishopella laciniosa) 
Bluff River Cave, AL.  Photo: Tom Thomson
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Top Left: Bluff River Cave, AL.
Cave Salamander (Eurycea lucifuga)

Middle Left: Limerock Blowing Cave, AL.
Cave Cricket (Hadenoecus subterraneus)
Showing characteristic long antenna and
appendages of many cave dwelling species.

Bottom Left: Blevins Gap Cave, AL.  
The very well decorated terminal room. 

Top Right: King Cave, AL.
Fluted karst pinnacles in the entrance rift.

All Photos: Tom Thomson.
Assistance: Amata Hinkle & Brian Stoltz.
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A Tale of two walks:  ~  Winter/Spring 2020

Saturday February 1st 2020
The 1st. PSM “Training Walk” for which there is a 
measure of objective uncertainty. These walks are a 
feature of our preparations for summer camp “Big 
Trips”, but 7 months ahead for a fitness programme? 
Team bonding??? 

Oh come on, the only bonding 
here was a sense of shared misery. 
Generally, they are pleasantly 
attractive and social rambles 
involving up to 25 Wessex members. 
This one was seriously hard walking 
because the landscape down towards 
Harptree and Litton is completely 
waterlogged, and off-tarmac, was 
squelching, slippery mud. Some 
of it seriously steeply uphill. The 
steeplechase term for such going is 
“Cancelled”. Despite this, Adrian 
and Kat set a racing pace which 
would not have disgraced a marines 
route-march. Their heroic followers 
were Mak and Jo, Pete, Bean, John 
(who is running-in a reconditioned 

heart unit) and myself. 
The route was undeniably interesting and varied 
and visited a new area for such walks. We were 
even spared the normal brutal finishing miles from 
Wells uphill to Priddy with a relatively gentle and 

Walk one: The “lucky” bunch pre-march.   Photo: Noel Cleave.

Spider Hole -  A Senior Moment:  ~ 11th Feb 2020

Plan A. Replace the ropes on Hazel Pitch.
Jude Vanderplank had the ropes ready to go so we 
headed off to Cheddar Gorge, parked the car and got 
into our SRT kit. So far so good. We entered the cave 
and Jude unlocked the gate on the 11M excavated 
shaft and with Jude going first we descended. At 
the bottom of the shaft, for those of you who don’t 
know the cave is a low horizontal tube that emerges 
at the head of a slip rift. 

Now, for some reason, I decided to reverse crawl 
and fell/slid out of the end. I did land on my feet but 
had sufficient momentum to (bounce) across to the 
other side and impacted against the wall. I did put 
my hands out to try and brace but still managed to hit 
my head and chest. Once I had stopped moving I laid 
up against the rock and apparently passed out. Jude 
was talking to me and it was as if she had awakened 
me from a dream. She quickly established that 
nothing obvious was broken although suspecting a 
possible rib fracture and suggested that I try and 
stand up so that we could leave the cave.

Plan B. Exit the cave!
We left the ropes in place (abandoning the 
replacements for later) and with Jude assisting I 
climbed in to the horizontal passage. Putting any 
weight on my right arm caused pain in my chest 
but I managed it. Jude then passed me and climbed 
the shaft. Life-lining from the top we managed to 
extract me from the cave. I wasn’t keen on going to 
hospital but Jude was determined that I get checked 
out in case I had concussion or a cracked rib. Jude 
called Rich Marlow who suggested that we go the 
Bath Royal United Hospital rather than Glastonbury 
as they would have all equipment. After a short wait 
I was triaged by a nurse and immediately admitted 
to the observation ward for blood tests and x-rays. 
A CT scan revealed a bruised lung but no broken 
bones. The only external proof was bruising on 
my right hand. I was kept in for observation for 36 
hours and then sent home. I would like to express 
my enormous gratitude to all the staff at the A& E 
and of course to Jude. Also to Rich Marlow who 
brought my car home. That was a very lucky escape!

Rich Carey 
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mostly tarmac return to the cars after our lunch 
break.  Before lunch the terrain featured some of 
the sploshiest and wettest underfoot ever, and even 
a vertical stile with a knotted hand-rope! We were 
lucky with the weather, bright, sunny and with only 
a momentary hint of rain. 

The lunch break was at the Litton “Award winning 
pub and boutique hotel”. Our impression was that it 
thoroughly deserved the fancy description and with 
a beautifully sheltered outside seating courtyard we 
were spared the hideously-muddy-boot problem: 
the bar was not for ‘varmers vootware’.

Chat during our break:
Aidan: “I didn’t start caving until I was 38”
Noel: “I started caving in 1952”
Pete: “Did they have caves back then?”

So, PSM walks, one down five to go, and genuine 
thanks for Aidan for leading this one. Even the 
advertised 10 miles was only 11, not that this will 
influence Mr. Hard-Heart-Helmore from future 
underestimations. A confession.... it was enjoyable 
and worthwhile!
 
Saturday 7th March 2020
The second walk, these first-Saturday-of-the-month 
walks are not in any sense restricted to potential 
PSM participants just serve also as training. The 
walks have developed into pleasantly social outings 
- mind you, this may change as the distances creep 
up towards the 20 mile mark! 

Walk Two: Setting off, A bigger group this time.   Photo: Noel Cleave.

This Saturday saw a turnout of 17 bodies: John, 
Aidan, Bean, Claire, Pete, Duncan, Naomi, Ralph, 
Louise, Noel, Darren, Nicki, Sarah plus a couple of 
dogs. Rob and Dave joined us at the start but were 
too late figure in the photograph. 

We eventually walked some 11 miles at a comfortable 
pace. Starting from Upper Pitts inevitably means an 
uphill finish, but initially we followed the Monarch’s 
Way, then across past the Pen Hill mast before 
dropping down into Wells. Dropping may not be the 
best description of our descent because it featured 
absolutely the muddiest and wettest footpath we 
have ever encountered. This was a 3 star collector’s 
item. 

Once at the Cathedral green Naomi decreed that an 
energy uptake was in order but by some miracle we 
regrouped as 17 bodies, plus dogs after 20 minutes 
or so of foraging. Alas that no photograph was taken 
because one forage was a massive, 2 inch thick, 
pastry slice filled with extremely squishy vanilla 
custard.

Thus re-invigorated we followed a familiar route 
to Wookey Hole where we had a more serious pub 
break to fettle us for the hike back up through the 
woods, on the West Mendip Way, crossing  Dursdon 
Drove and past Templeton home, to Upper Pitts. 
The weather was perfect, and our thanks are due to 
Aidan and to Rob who guided us.  

Noel Cleave
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So the original plan was to have a trip to Upper 
Flood however due to the serious amounts of water 
we’d had in the UK this was deemed a no go, so 
Jude suggested Charterhouse, none of us (Jenna 
Overstoltz, Kim (Bob) Lake and myself with the 
Awesome (sorry bean) Jude. So fuelled by a hearty 
breakfast at Priddy Farm shop, can’t miss a good 
breakfast when on Mendip (supporting the local 
economy!) we met up at Upper pits and semi ready 

with our furries on drove over to Charterhouse 
(for those that haven’t been there, you park in the 
same place you do for GB and pay your £1 per car), 
we then finished getting ready for our trip. Off 
we followed not quite like lambs to the slaughter 
(giggle) but as none of us had been there before we 
followed, chattering away as you do.  We entered 
the cave and locked ourselves in, depositing car 
keys safely for our exit a few hours later.  So off we 

go, its not long until we get to the tighty squidgy 
bit, I think this bit is actually easier for short 
people (bonus) but you also need to be able to 
move your boobs around, then out we pop I 
think I was at the back at this point??.  

Then off we tootled, crawling, walking then 
bam pretties! lots to gaze in awe at, cluster 
of mini calcite mountains (reminded me of 
Close Encounters), lots and lots of helictites, 
straws, marble like flowstone, alien looking 
shiny formation, curtains and a heart shaped 
formation and Jenna’s favourite cave pearls. 
There was so much to see I couldn’t take 
pictures worthy of the beauty, we went down 

Charterhouse & The Wessex Ceilidh:  ~ 14th March 2020
The Crazy Cavey Ladies (Jenna, Kim, Sam and honorary for the day the Awesome Jude)

Singing river mine, Shipham:  ~ 8th March 2020
Bill Nix, Loz Appleby (Dudley CC) and Chloe Hitchens

I have long been inspired by a photograph of the 
great hall in this mine that appears in Mendip 
Underground (MU5).  For various reasons the trip 
did not occur until today. We contacted the relevant 
lady to check if we were ok to visit and made plans 
for our trip and after a fulfilling breakfast at Priddy 
Farm Shop we set off to Shipham.  Parking in the 
square, we had a brief wander about before locating 
the track leading past the garden, allowing access to 
the entrance. We returned to the vehicles to collect 
our gear and changed discreetly nearby.

Bill rigged the entrance and descended, soon 
followed by Loz and Chloe.  A chance meeting the 
previous day meant that we had vital knowledge 
from Big Jim, which helped limit our chances of 
going around in circles and made progress slightly 
easier. Following the less obvious route from the 
bottom of the ladder, we slowly and carefully picked 
our way onwards and downwards. The plan was to 
visit as much of the mine as possible allowing for a 
few photos.

Upon reaching the main part proper we elected to 
go west first passing through Six Ways Chamber.  
After a bit of an exploratory poke about there we 
carried onto the Blue Holes. Bill had already pushed 
on in this direction to the bitter end where the water 
disappears down a crack in the floor.  

On returning we went back to the stream galleries 
and Blue (green) Holes area. A few photos were 
taken here with some care not to disturb the water 
too much. We then slowly and carefully renegotiated 
our way back to the entrance. After climbing out 
into nice sunshine, we covered the entrance and 
retreated to the vehicles going our separate ways.

A return to Singing River Mine is planned for a few 
more snaps.  However, according to the neighbour, 
the house where the old lady lived has now been 
sold. (See Covers for images from this trip)

Bill Nix
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Unfortunately, I seem to have become tangled up in the current BCA / CSCC debate due to my links with 
cavers from other areas. From a purely personal note I think that the present members of the BCA council for 
the most part are trying to drag the organisation into the present and make it more efficient and attractive to the 
younger participants of our sport who will be the future. In my opinion the CSCC are being totally obstructive 
and disruptive to some people’s modernisation attempts. Particularly a couple of individuals on the CSCC 
committee who cannot see and are totally against any new ideas other than their own. 

Take a look at what some of the present officers of the BCA achieved whilst members of the CNCC council! 
A totally new access protocol for many areas of the Dales which has revolutionised the ease of access for not 
only Northern cavers but, for most cavers in the country. How can anybody doubt their ethics when it comes 
to BCA? Meanwhile there are those in the CSCC who are so antiquated in their views and I believe so totally 
out of touch with the current thinking that maybe they should be put out to pasture? In conversation with the 
potential incoming BCA secretary I stated my personal view that the CSCC should be expelled from the BCA 
so that the modernisation can continue without consistent objections and walls being put in the way. The thing 
I personally think should be of more concern to Wessex Cave Club members is that the CSCC are taring all 
Southern caves with the same brush. Was the membership informed of all the petty issues that the CSCC were 
putting forward to the BCA AGM and did the club give our representative authorisation to vote in favour of 
the motions? I somehow doubt it very much. 

In my opinion the CSCC are at present making all Southern caver a laughing stock. Should we as one of the 
biggest, and I like to think one of the most respected clubs in the country countenance such actions? Should 
the Wessex Cave Club remain a member of CSCC whilst this petty attitude exists and remains for the rest of 
the caving community just because certain people could not get their own way? Personally, I think not.

Malcolm Foyle

Correspondence received:  Letter to the Editor  - 12th May 2020

down down, not a clue where I (we) were to be 
honest and then got to a narrow tighty bit, we 
(Jude) checking the time decided it was best to start 
heading back and then it was up up up past all the 
lovelies again, back through that tighty squeezy bit, 
Kim had fun on that bit on the way back as being 
tall made it slightly more challenging (being short 
certainly rocks sometimes) and out we popped back 
in daylight.  What a fab thoroughly enjoyable trip 
we had. Thank you Jude!

The evening was the Wessex Ceilidh, organised 
by Anne Brady-Vanderplank at the Priddy Village 
Hall, given what was going on with Covid 19 it was 
very well attended.  The Bar was run by Wayne and 
his helpers (Claire and Paul W)

The Pies were from Priddy Farm shop the mash 
was peeled by an army of volunteers catering for 
about 60+ people that’s a whole lot of mash, food 
was excellent now to dance it off. The tables were 
cleared and the dancing began.

We had half the band but we still all danced our 
socks off, even if it was a bit hit and miss at times 
(no accidents just wrong turns maybe), it was a 
brilliant evening and so much fun. Thank you to all 
who organised it the food and the bar.

Sam  Drake   
Photos: Same Drake.
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Grant Relief
As has been wildly publicised to ease pressures associated with Covid-19 on businesses in rural areas the 
Government implemented a grant scheme which could be applied for via the local council. After some research 
by the committee (Credit to Les and Pual Wilman) it was clarified that we do indeed qualify and this grant has 
now been applied for and the extra funds successfully secured. We received £10k in the bank on the 28th of 
April. This is just an interim update and all details will as normal be available in a treasurers report at year end.
                              

(Becky Varns - Treasurer)

Club News:
Update from the Secretary

Obviously in these interesting times there is no caving taking place and similarly the hut is empty. The 
committee had their last meeting in February which was a reasonably busy one, the minutes should be on the 
website soon. Currently the club is ticking over in much the same way it normally operates between meetings, 
albeit with much less actually going on.

News from the last meeting; Paula has had to resign from the post of membership secretary, the committee 
thanks Paula for all the hard work she has performed administering the membership over the last few years. 
Thanks are also due to Barry Wilkinson for keeping the membership system running, even though he 
stood down from the role two years ago, and thanks also go to John Cooper for his ongoing support of the 
membership system. The membership secretary’s role is essential to the running of the club and Paul Wilman 
has volunteered to take it on. As a priority he is progressing the membership database transfer from the old 
Access system to the MyClubHouse system, as described at the last AGM. Historically individual members do 
not hold multiple positions on the committee, primally so we do not reduce the number of votes and member 
representation. Paul has therefore stood down as gear curator, though Paul will continue doing the job on an 
adhoc basis until the position is filled. As a result we now have two vacancies on the committee, one for Gear 
Curator and another for IT officer. If you feel you can assist the club in any of these tasks please contact a 
member of the committee.

The committee would also like to take this opportunity to thank Anne Brady-Vanderplank for organising the 
Wessex Celidth. It was a very well organised and sociable event, which I am certain required a lot of work 
behind the scenes to organise. A thank you is also due to all the volunteers that stepped up to make it such an 
excellent evening. 

Our neighbour Dorothy Gibbons has brought to the committees attention, the damage that car parking is 
making to the grass in Eastwater Lane. She requests that members and guests do not park on the grass which 
has been mown.

The minutes of the meeting describe a ‘CSCC weekend of caving’ 13-14th June intended to coincide with 
the BCA AGM on the Sunday, however this has now been pushed back to the weekend of 10-11 October, see 
CSCC website for details.                                                                             

(Frank Tully - WCC Secretary)

Membership Update
Following on from the AGM, we are actively working on transferring the membership database to a new 
secure online system. Currently we are working on data corrections to membership entries. It is anticipated 
that this will be rolled out for member access by the end of July, this will enable current members to log in 
and check their details. Membership renewals will also be done through this system later in the year. An email 
notification will be sent out through the usual method when access details are sent out to members. If you think 
you haven’t updated your email address with us then please send it to us, along with any other questions please 
email: membership@wessex-cave-club.org                        

(Paul Wilman -Membership Sec)
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Upper Pitts and the Covid-19 Pandemic
On 23rd March 2020 the UK government 
imposed a lockdown banning all “non-essential” 
travel and contact with people outside one’s 
home (including family and partners), and 
shutting almost all businesses, venues, facilities, 
amenities and places of worship. People were told 
to keep apart in public. Police were empowered 
to enforce the lockdown, and the Coronavirus Act 
2020 gave the government emergency powers.

Wessex Cave Club immediately announced the 
closure of Upper Pitts to all, except for essential 
maintenance. Booked groups were notified 
of this and caving trips cancelled. As time has 
passed more and more trips have been cancelled, 
the latest being the summer trip to the PSM.

Members may not be fully aware of how our sewerage system works but it relies on bacteria processing the effluent 
to produce treated water for release. These bacteria live on filters which need to remain damp. With the current dry 
weather it has not been possible to rely on rainfall and so locals have been asked to run water through regularly. Inside 
the hut the gas to the kitchen has been turned off, the fridge doors propped open and electrical items unplugged.

In mid April the tree at the bottom of the drive blew down during an overnight gale. It took part of the wall 
down with it. In order to maintain access for emergency vehicles sufficient was cut off and cleared so the drive 
is now negotiable. However more remains to be tidied up and it still needs reducing to stove size chunks.

It is likely to be quite some time before things can return to any semblance of normal. However 
we hope that during the interim we can do some work to ready the hut for its intended 
purpose. For example, new sink units for the kitchen are currently gathering dust in the shed!
                                      
                                                                                                               (John Cooper - HQ Warden)

 WCC Summer Trip - Now Cancelled
After getting to talk with the accommodation providers we have had to come to the tough decision to cancel 
the trip to the PSM this year (Well, probably!). The Gite owners, who have suffered terribly with all their 
bookings having had to be cancelled, have a small chance to recoup some losses as France starts to ease its 
restrictions to internal travel for the summer. They hope to get bookings from French customers who may well 
all be holidaying in France this year and mainly in July and August. I have had to tell them that we cannot, as 
yet, confirm with any confidence that we will be able to travel through Europe by then. They have all agreed 
to refund the deposits, without question and we should be grateful for that. 

I will start the refund process as soon as they comes through, which is expected to be within a few days. I will 
add the gear deposit to the refunds at the same time. 

Technically we will still have the cave booked for the period and there is a chance that travel for us may be 
feasible by then ( By Ferry/Tunnel) – who knows ! Some of us have discussed the option that maybe a smaller 
group of keen individuals may still want to do the trip if it becomes possible and that will be reviewed as and 
when things change. Obviously we may well only have the camping option at that point, we will just have to 
wait and see. 

I will be in contact when the deposits are back, but for all of those that paid deposits (about half the group) 
can you please email me directly with your bank details so that I can get things prepared: 
mark.helmore@icloud.com                     

 (Mark Helmore)

  Photo: Mark Helmore
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BCA AGM Weekend
The has been pushed back to the 11th October subject to government restrictions being lifted as outlined in 
the Secretary’s update. The deadline for proposals and applications has also been re-arranged to midnight 
on Saturday 1st August.  An interim agenda is published here:  https://british-caving.org.uk/wiki3/doku.
php?id=about:documents:general_meetings:start
                  

                           (FT)
 RECENT ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY.

6th of November 2019 - 6th February 2020
B.C.R.A. Cave and Karst Science 46, 3 (Dec. 2019).  -  Cave Diving Group. N/L 214 (Jan 2020).  -  Chelsea 
S.S. N/L 61, 10/11/12 (Oct-Dec. 2019) (Rescon at Wookey Hole).  -  Descent 271 (Dec. 19 / Jan. 20) (Mendip 
Rocks, Reservoir Hole book).  -  Descent 272 (Feb./Mar. 2020) (J-Rat Award, CO2, UBSS Centenary, Cryogenic 
stal.)  -  Mendip Nature Research Committee N/L 154 (Nov. 2019).  -  South Wales Caving Club N/L 136 
(Oct. 2019) (OFD, Ogof Marros, France, Spain).  -   White Rose Pothole Club N/L 38, 3 (Dec. 2019) Caves of 
Mid-west Ireland (Clare, Galway, Mayo & Roscommon) U.B.S.S. 2019.  -  Su Palu (Sicilian cave photograph 
book)  -  A Glimmering in Darkness (F.G. Balcombe) Manuscript, Archives of events leading to the formation 
of the C.D.G. -  Various periodicals and surveys etc. from Alan Lawrence and Robert Barrett, both members 
in the 60s and 70s. Donated by Alan Barrett.                                                                                          (PGH) 

WELCOME TO THE CLUB
A big welcome at all the new and returning members joining our thriving club. A quick run down 

of all those that have joined Since Journal 353 in January. * Re-joining member.
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Brian Stoltz at the Space Gun.  Photo: Tom Thomson. 
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